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PAPER PRESENTATION BY  SRI K.RATNA KUMAR,  

Senior Civil Judge, Peddapuram, East Godavari District  

 

TOPIC : SCOPE AND AMBIT OF RELIEF OF DECLARATION UNDER 

SECTION 34 OF SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT 

 
 

Section 34 of Specific Relief Act reads as under: 

 
Discretion of Court as to declaration of status or right:-  

 
 Any person entitled to any legal character, or to any right as to any 

property, may institute a suit against any person denying or interested to deny his title to 

such character or right and the Court may in its discretion, make therein a declaration that 

he is so entitled and the plaintiff need not in such suit ask for any further relief.  
 Provided that no Court shall make any such declaration where the plaintiff 

being able to seek further relief than a mere declaration of a title, omits to do so.  

 
Explanation: A trustee of property is a “person interested to deny” a title adverse to the 

title of someone who is not in existence and for whom, if in existence, he would be a 

trustee.    

 
POLICY OF SECTION 34 OF SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT: 

 
1. The policy of Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 is to strengthen and 
stabilise the legal status and relations of a person. A person may want to bring about some 

improvements to his legal status or upon some property but due to uncertainty regarding 

his legal status he may refrain from doing so. 

 
2. Use of words “entitled to” under Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963: The 

words “entitled to” as so appearing in Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 mean the 

“present entitlement”; it can be personal (legal character) or proprietary (right to property). 

It is essential that the entitlement should be a present existing entitlement and not an 

entitlement which was there in the past or which may arise in future. The burden of proof 

is on the plaintiff to prove that he is 
presently entitled to the said legal character or to the right as to a property. 

 
3. The entitlement should be there on the date of the institution of the suit and it shall 

continue throughout the period of pendency of the suit, and it should also exist on the day 

when decree was passed. If the plaintiff looses the right before the 
date of judgment then the suit shall be dismissed. 

 
For example:  
a.  Can „X‟, a reversioner, claim declaration during the lifetime of the life-estate 

owner that he (that is, „X‟) is the reversioner? 

 
 Since, it is not sure whether the plaintiff („X‟) will be a reversioner on the day 

when the life-estate owner dies, thus, the declaration cannot be granted. As in the 

present case, it is a declaration of something that will arise in future and Section 34 

of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, does not permit such a declaration, therefore, the 

suit for declaration in the present case cannot stand. 

 
b.  If „B‟ sells a property of which „B‟ is a life-estate owner, then a legal fiction will be 

triggered to the effect that the life-estate owner, that is, „B‟ has expired on the date 

of the sale and so also „A‟, the real-owner, is dead on the same date, and 
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accordingly, it will be ascertained whether „X‟ is the legal representative of the 

real-owner, that is, „A‟, on that date and if the answer is “yes”, then, „X‟ will have 

the locus standi to file a suit as a reversioner for the declaration that the sale 

conducted  by „B‟ is void. (See: Radha Rani Bhargava v. Hanuman Prasad 

Bhargava, AIR 1966 SC 216) 

 
c.  Situation: A declaration that upon a partition in the joint family in future or upon 

death of some person, one would get a particular share of some property- spes 

successionis. 

 Any event which may happen in future and there by create a share in favour of a 

person is a mere uncertain event and a declaration of that cannot be made at 

present; hence, such a declaratory decree cannot be granted.  

 
d.  Situation: „A‟ seeks a declaration that under a contract which has to be performed 

in future, he has a particular right. 
 If a contract is to be performed at a future date, it will not be a case of present 

entitlement, as the entitlement will arise only on the date of the performance of the 

contract. There is a possibility that the contract may get frustrated by the time of 

the performance of the contract, and thus, no question of any entitlement will arise. 

Moreover, even if a contract does not get frustrated, it may be breached and in that 

case also the aggrieved party concerned will not get any entitlement under the 

contract, rather at the most it can claim damages. For a future right, declaration 

cannot made in the present. 

 
a. In a suit for declaration of title albeit a property, „A‟ gets a decree against „B‟ and 

that decree is binding between „A‟ and „B‟; subsequently litigation ensues between 

„A‟ and a third-party i.e. „C‟, where both „A‟ and „C‟ assert their title to the 

property and seek declaration albeit the title of the property; here it is not essential 

that the title which „A‟ has obtained against „B‟ earlier will be binding against „C‟ 

also. The earlier decree was a decree in personam and was binding between „A‟ 

and „B‟ only; in the subsequent suit between „A‟ and „C‟, „C‟ may prove a better 

title and decree may go in his favour; for example, if „C‟ is able to prove the Will 

of „A‟s‟ father in his favour, then the decree will go in the favour of „C‟, there by 

ousting „A‟.  

 
b. A suit is filed by „X‟ against „Y‟ for the declaration of title albeit a property, and 

subsequently „X‟ obtains a decree in his favour as against „Y‟, thereafter „X‟ sells 

that property to „Z‟. Later on, son of „Y‟,  namely „YS‟, files a suit for declaration 

of tile albeit the property against „Z‟, will the suit for declaration of title albeit the 

property filed by „YS‟ against „Z‟ be maintainable?  
 No; because „Z‟ is deriving his title from „X‟ and „YS‟ is a legal heir of „Y‟; 

dispute qua the declaration of title albeit the property has already settled between 

„X‟ and „Y‟ in the earlier suit. „YS‟ cannot claim a declaratory decree against „Z‟.  

 
Requisites:  
 Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 contemplates certain conditions which 

are to be fulfilled by a plaintiff. In the State of M.P. vs. 3 Khan Bahadur 

Bhiwandiwala and co. the court observed that in order to obtain the relief of 

declaration the plaintiff must establish that (1) the plaintiff was at the time of the 

suit entitled to any legal character or any right to any property (ii) the defendant 

had denied or was interested in denying the character or the title of the plaintiff, 

(iii) the declaration asked for was a declaration that the plaintiff was entitled to a 

legal character or to a right to property (iv) the plaintiff was not in a position to 

claim a further relief than a  bare declaration of his title. It is to be submitted that 

the fourth requisite is not correct as the section only says that if any further relief 

could be claimed it should have been prayed for. Since declaration is an equitable 

remedy the court still has discretion to grant or refuse the relief depending on the 

circumstances of each case. 
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 Thus a person claiming declaratory relief must show that he is entitled  
 1.    to a legal character, or  

 2.   to a right as to property, and that  
 3.  the defendant has denied or is interested to deny his title to such character or 

right 
 4.    he has sought all reliefs in the suit. 

 
4. Declaratory Decrees:: Section 34 and Section 35 of the Specific Relief Act, 

1963: 

 
 1)  Plaintiff can file a suit for declaration, if it is entitled to any legal right or to 

any legal character qua any property, which the defendant denies or threatens 

to deny.  

 2)  Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, provides that courts have 

discretion as to declaration of status or right, however, it carves out an 

exception that a court shall not make any such declaration of status or right 

where the complainant being able to seek further relief than mere declaration 

of title, omits to do so.   

 3)  In the case of, Vinay Krishna v. Keshav Chandra, 1993 Supp. (3) SCC 129, 

it was held that, if the plaintiff had been in possession, then a suit for mere 

declaration would be maintainable; the logical corollary whereof would be 

that if the plaintiff is not in possession, a suit for mere declaration would not 

be maintainable.  
 4)  In the case of, Union of India v. Ibrahim Uddin & Another, (2012) 8 SCC 

148, the Supreme Court of India held that, a suit seeking merely declaration 

of title of ownership albeit a property without seeking possession, when the 

plaintiff is not in possession of the property is not maintainable. 
 5)  Under Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, a mere suit for 

declaration does not lie when the consequential relief like injunction is 

available. But under Section 38 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, the relief of 

injunction can be granted even if no declaratory relief is expressly prayed for. 

Therefore, on reading of the two sections (Section 34 and Section 38 of the 

Specific Relief Act, 1963) it is clear that a suit for bare injunction is 

maintainable without a prayer for declaration of title. 
 6)  It is not permissible to claim the relief of declaration without seeking 

consequential relief. 

 
5. A declaration under Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, can be sought 

in regards to some personal right which is not connected to any property, and 

which is rather connected to some legal status of the plaintiff; or, it may be a 

declaration in regards to some legal right related to property (that is, a proprietary 

right).  Legal character is the legal status of a person with respect to something or 

with respect to some other person. 

 
 Examples of declarations that can be sought under Section 34 of the Specific 

Relief Act, 1963:  
 a.  A declaration sought by a person as regards to his right to cast vote; 
 b.  A declaration sought by a person as regards his right to contest elections 

(Suit of civil nature relating to legal character of a person; maintainable 

under Section 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908); 
 c.  A declaration sought that a person is a minor;  
 d.  A declaration sought by „W‟ that she is a legally wedded wife of „H‟; 
 e.  A declaration sought by a child that he is a legitimate child of his parents 

(Paternity Suit);  
 f.  A declaration sought by „X‟ that he is the proprietor of XYZ Ltd. (Suit 

related to legal character)  
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 g.  Declaration of a right to collect alms:  Such a suit is not of a civil nature, 

within the purport of Section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code, 1908, thus the 

suit is out-rightly not maintainable.  
  No doubt such a suit is related to legal character but under Section 9 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, such a suit will not be allowed as it is not 

related to a legal right and hence, it is not a suit of a civil nature.  
 h.  Declaration of caste: Caste is a social issue and not a legal issue and 

therefore, a declaration of one‟s caste will not be a suit of a civil nature, and 

thus, is barred under Section 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908.  

However, if one claims reservation on the basis of his caste then such right 

to reservation is a legal right and hence, the suit will be allowed to be 

instituted as it relates to one‟s legal character. 

 
6.  Right as to property: The word “as to”  have been used simply to broaden the 

scope of the proprietary rights, for example: right to own; right to possess;  right 

to claim charge or maintenance out of some property, that is, usufructuary right 

(usufruct means income). 
 Right to passage upon some property or any other easement right (easement is an 

interest in land owned by another that entitles its holder to a specific limited use 

or enjoyment).  

 
7.   Positive Declarations and Negative Declarations: Section 34 in the latter part 

uses the words, “that he is so entitled”, here the word “is” suggests that the 

declaration in Section 34 essentially has to be a positive declaration in favour of 

the plaintiff and therefore, by implication, if the plaintiff seeks a negative 

declaration against the defendant then that shall not be allowed; however, there 

may be a case wherein a negative declaration against defendant may amount to a 

positive declaration in favour of the plaintiff, such a negative declaration will be 

permissible under Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963. 
 

 A suit for a negative declaration may be maintained in a proper case, e.g., where it 

relates to a relationship. Thus, a suit for a declaration that a person was not, or is 

not, the plaintiff's wife, and the defendant not her son through him, may be 

maintainable.15 Similarly, a suit lies for obtaining a negative declaration that 

there is no relationship of landlord and tenant between the plaintiff and 

defendant.16 But where the rights of the plaintiff are not affected or likely to be 

affected, suit simpliciter for a negative declaration is not maintainable. Such a suit 

would be regarding the status of the defendant which, in no way, affects the civil 

rights of the plaintiff.  
 

 Negative declaration can be made if negative declaration ultimately results in a 

positive declaration. Negative declaration couched in the language of a positive 

declaration, makes the negative declaration permissible. However, it may be 

stated that there does not appear to be any express bar with respect to suits for a 

declaration in the negative. 
 For example: An election is contested between „A‟ and „B‟; „A‟ loses the election 

and „B‟ wins. Thereafter, „A‟ seeks a declaration against „B‟ to the effect that, 

selection of „B‟ is illegal. Now, this is a negative declaration which is sought by 

„A‟ as against „B‟, thus it cannot be allowed as per the mandate of Section 34 of 

the Specific Relief Act, 1963. If „A‟, on the other hand had sought a declaration to 

the effect that, non-selection of „A‟ is void because elections were conducted in an 

illegal manner, then this declaration been couched in a positive language could 

have been allowed by the court of law.  
 For example: „A‟ is husband of „W‟. „A‟ files a suit for declaration that a two-

year old boy, allegedly born to defendant-wife („W‟) was not his son. An 

objection is taken that the suit was premature as no maintenance and rights in the 

estate of „A‟ were being claimed against him and that the interest of minor should 
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not be prejudiced by deciding a question which will arise in future. Can a 

declaration be granted to „A‟?  
 

 Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 allows filing of a suit for declaration 

not merely for establishing a right to any property but also for establishing any 

legal character (i.e. legal status) where such character (i.e. status) is either denied 

or is likely to be denied by the defendant. In the case of, Jagat Ram v. Mst. 

Basanti, AIR 1959 Punj 581, it was held that suit by „A‟ for declaration that „B‟ 

was not his wife and „C‟ was not his biological son, was maintainable. Thus, 

similarly, the suit for declaration contemplated in the above stated situation is 

maintainable.  
 For example: If a suit for declaration is brought by a worshipper seeking a 

declaration that certain specified properties belonged to the deity of the temple. 

Whether such a suit for declaration can be held to be maintainable? 
 The question for determination is, whether worshipper has locus standi to bring 

the suit in question in view of the provisions of Section 34 of the Specific Relief 

Act, 1963, because worshipper is not claiming any title to the „legal character‟ or 

„any right as to any property‟ for himself. However, none the less, worshipper 

shall be deemed to be “trustee” claiming relief for and on behalf of the deity of the 

temple. Therefore, the present suit is maintainable under Section 34 of the 

Specific Relief Act, 1963.  

 
8.  Meaning of- „any person denying, or interested to deny‟: The words, „any 

person denying, or interested to deny‟, indicate the following: firstly, these words 

talk about the denial of a legal right or legal character by the defendant to the 

plaintiff; and secondly, the purport of the words indicate that such a denial can be 

a future denial. What is to be seen is an “intention to deny”. 

 There can be situation where by X standing outside the house of Z, keeps staring 

at the house and keeps talking to himself; then in such a situation, Z cannot seek 

declaration against X, apprehending that his (Z‟s) title to the house is in danger, 

this is because, merely on suspicion (or speculation) a decree for declaration 

cannot be sought. There is no denial to the legal character of Z, as the owner of 

the house, by X. There has to be an actual tangible denial by the defendant 

(present denial by the defendant) of some legal character or right as to property of 

the plaintiff. A mere suspicion or speculation regarding such denial cannot be 

made the basis of the suit, there has to be real hostility of interest and the 

defendant should have expressed his intention to deny the same, either by some 

words or by conduct. 
 

 

 For example: X sells a house to Y; Y sells this house to Z, and Z thereafter sells 

the house to R. X has three legal heirs: A, B, and C. After the death of X; A tells 

R to vacate the house, as the sale deed vide which the house was  sold by X is 

wrong.  Here suit for declaration can be filed by R seeking declaration as to his 

entitlement (tile and ownership) of the house, based on the sale transaction 

ensuing between X, Y, Z and R; and on the basis of the sale deed which was made 

in favour of R. 

 
9.  Presently interested to deny in future: There is a building owned by X, and the 

ground floor of that building is given by X to W on rent. But soon thereafter, that 

is after letting the ground floor on rent by X to W, W starts preparing documents 

of ownership and entitlement in his favour; this reflecting W‟s (tenant‟s) intention 

to claim title to the property in future, declaration can be sought in present by X 

against W. 

 For example: „H‟ marries „W‟. „W‟ was already married to „H-1‟ and was having 

a child „H-1-S‟, child being 2-years old. „W‟ asks „H-1-S‟ to call „H‟ as his father 

in public. „H‟ files a suit against „H-1-S‟ through „W‟ to seek declaration that „H-

1- S‟ is not the son of „H‟. Can „H‟ do so?  
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 Answer is “yes”. 
 Here, neither the mother („W‟) nor the child („H-1-S‟) are claiming presently any 

paternity from the father („H‟), but the circumstances are been created which may 

give „H-1-S‟ a sufficient ground in future to claim the paternity. Even if the 

intention to claim paternity is not manifest at present, the circumstances are been 

created which give sufficient ground to „H-1-S‟ to claim paternity in future. These 

circumstances are such, as they may make „H-1-S‟ interested to deny „H‟ his legal 

right or legal character. 

 
10.  Further Relief/Consequential Relief and Alternate Relief: 

 Alternate Relief:   For one cause of action there can be several reliefs that can be 

claimed, for example, in case of breach of contract, what can be claimed is: award 

of damages and/or specific performance of the contract, that either one of them or 

both of them.  
 Here, in the case of alternate relief, grant of one relief is not contingent 

(dependent) upon the grant of another relief. In case of alternate relief, granting of 

one relief will not stop the court from granting another relief. 

 Order II, Rule 2: Suit to include the whole claim: The object of Order II, 

Rule 2 of C.P.C, 1908 is to ensure that no defendant is sued or vexed twice in 

regard to the same cause of action and second to prevent the plaintiff from 

splitting of claims and remedies based on the same cause of action. The effect 

of Order II, Rule 2 of C.P.C., 1908 is to bar a plaintiff who had earlier 

claimed certain remedies in regard to a cause of action, from filing a second 

suit in regard to other reliefs based on the same cause of action. It does not 

however bar a second suit based on a different and distinct cause of action.  

 
 Further Relief: Further relief is that relief which is dependent or is conditional 

upon the grant of any other relief. 

 For example: There is a dispute between „A‟ and „B‟, for there is a house in the 

possession of „A‟ and „B‟ is threatening to dispossess „A‟. „A‟ files a suit for 

declaration and perpetual injunction against „B‟, based on his title to the house.  
 Here, in the present case, the grant of relief of perpetual injunction is conditional 

upon the grant of relief of declaration of title, that is, perpetual injunction cannot 

be granted unless the declaration has been granted. Thus, here perpetual 

injunction is a further relief. In a suit filed, the court fee depends upon the nature 

and the number of reliefs claimed in the suit. 

 Note: Order II, Rule 2 does not applies to “further relief”. 
11. Proviso to Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963: “Provided that no court 

shall make any such declaration where the plaintiff, being able to seek further 

relief than a mere declaration of title, omits to do so.” 

 Alternate reliefs are those reliefs which can be claimed simultaneously and the 

grant of one of them is not dependent upon the grant of the other. Either all those 

reliefs can be granted at once, or any one of them may be granted as per the 

discretion of the court. 
 The main section (Section 34) purports that the plaintiff is not to claim further 

relief if the same has not been claimed in the main suit 2 ; whereas the proviso (to 

Section 34) requires the court to, not to grant, a decree of declaration, if the 

further relief has not been claimed. There seems to be opposition between the 

main section and proviso thereto. However, the harmony between the two is 

already established, for, the purpose of the main section is to enable the plaintiff 

to save his court-fee for the further relief at the time when he files the suit. As per 

the proviso, it is expected that before the suit is decided, the plaintiff shall make 

an amendment of the pleadings, and claim the further relief. The court will be 

duty- bound under Order VI, Rule 17 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 read 

with Section 34-Proviso of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, to allow the amendment 

of the pleadings. Upon such amendment the plaintiff will have to deposit the court 

fee for the further relief.  
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 If no such further relief has been added/sub-joined by the plaintiff and this fact 

comes to the knowledge of the court, then the court would be free to not to grant 

declaratory decree. 
 If the plaintiff during the course of the trial finds that he will not get the 

declaratory decree as per the evidences relied upon by him (and further, placed on 

record), then he may avoid claiming further relief, and hence, thereby would be 

able to save the court-fee payable, for claiming the further relief. 
 The court may not be able to know about the further relief on its own, rather it is 

the duty of the defendant to raise that objection at the earliest possible opportunity 

(which usually means, before the framing of the issues), if the defendant does not 

raise the aforesaid objection, then, the court may go on to pass the declaratory 

decree in favour of the plaintiff and thereafter in appeal the defendant will not be 

allowed to raise that aforesaid objection.  (See: Mst. Rukhmabai v. Lala 

Laxminarayan & Ors, AIR 1960 SC 335, Justice K. Subbarao; Date of Decision: 

17.11.1959) 
 If further relief was not claimed and despite this, in ignorance of this fact, the 

court granted a declaratory decree, then, there is no bar in Section 34 of the 

Specific Relief Act, 1963 or in Order II, Rule 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 

1908, that a subsequent suit for claiming further relief cannot be filed. Thus, the 

plaintiff can always file a subsequent suit to claim further relief. This is also 

one of the reasons as to why the defendant will be interested in raising an 

objection against the suit filed by the plaintiff for a declaratory decree only, at the 

earliest possible opportunity, as this will help/relieve him of been dragged into 

another suit filed by the plaintiff to claim further relief, and thus, this will prevent 

multiplicity of proceedings. 

 
12.  Discretion of Court to not to grant decree of declaration: In a suit under 

Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, the Court has the discretion to not to 

grant a declaratory decree despite the fact that the plaintiff has proved all the 

essential ingredients that entitles the plaintiff for a declaratory decree. The 

discretion to be exercised is “judicial discretion”, which must be based on the 

sound principles of justice, equity and good conscience. The court is required to 

do a balancing of interests as between the parties involved in a dispute and 

accordingly is to exercise its discretion.  The court can exercise its discretion to 

not to grant a declaratory decree in the following cases: 

 
 a.  Where the subject matter of the suit as got destroyed;  

 b.  Where a more comprehensive suit is already pending before the same court 

or before some other court;  
 c.  Where the plaintiff has acted in a mala-fide manner;  

 d.  If a suit has been filed with unreasonable delay, without giving any 

sufficient explanation then, the court can refuse to grant a decree of 

declaration, reason being that the plaintiff was not prompt about his rights;   
 

 e. If the court finds that, all the interested persons/parties have not been made 

party to the proceedings, then also, the court can refuse the grant of a 

declaratory decree; however, the court can ask for addition or deletion of the 

parties to the suit, which can be done by virtue of Order I, Rule 10 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. 

 
13.       Effect of Declaration -  
 Section 35 makes it clear that a declaration made under this section does not 

operate a judgment in rem. Section 35 says:  

 
 “A declaration made under this chapter is binding only on the parties to the suit, 

persons claiming through them respectively, and where any of the parties are 

trustees, on the persons for whom, if in existence at the date of the declaration, 

such parties would be trustees”  
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 Thus a declaratory decree binds -  
 (a) the parties to the suit; 
 (b) persons claiming through the parties;  
 (c) where any of the parties are trustees, on the persons for whom, if in existence 

at the date of the declaration, such parties would be trustees.  

 
 It is only the parties to the suit and the representatives in interest, but not the 

strangers who are bound by the decree. By virtue of this Section, a judgment is 

binding only if it is inter partes, which is not in rem, and does not operate as res-

judicata, may be admissible under Section 13 of the Evidence Act. 

 
14.    Court Fee -  

 The Court fee when a declaratory decree is sought is a fixed amount. When the 

plaintiff claims a further relief, the court fee payable is determined by the amount 

at which relief sought is valued in the plaint. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in 

Shailendra Bhardwaj & Ors vs. Chandra Pal & Anr. held that   

 
 “....Article 17(iii) of Schedule II of the Court Fee Act is applicable to cases where 

the plaintiff seeks to obtain a declaratory decree without any consequential relief 

and there is no provision under the Act for payment of fee relating to relief 

claimed. If there is no provision under the Court Fee Act in case of suit involving 

cancellation or adjudging/declaring void or voidable a will or a sale deed on the 

question of payment of court fee, then Article 17(iii) of the Schedule II will be 

applicable. But if such relief provision is covered by any other provisions of the 

Court Fee Act, then Article 17(iii) of the Schedule II will not be applicable......”  
 

 

15.   Important Judgments of Hon'ble Supreme Court and Hon'ble AP High 

Court relating to Section 34 of Specific Relief Act: 

 
1. Meharchand Vs Lal Babu Siddique & others – AIR 2007 SC 1499. 

2. February 10
th

 2017 SC :  Executive Officer Arulmigu Chokkanatha Swamy Koil 

Trust Virudhunagar. 

 
3. 2207(5) ALD – 804 – Burra Chandrakala Vs. Burra Konda Reddy & others. 

 
4. 3005(3) ALD – 15 : K.Abdul Raheem (died) Lrs & others Vs. Hajeerappa and 

others. 

 
5. 17

th
 July 2012 – SC : Union of India Vs. Ibraham Uddin & another. 

 
6. 1993(2) SCC – 199 – American Express Bank Vs. Calcutta Steel & others. 

 
7. 31.12.2010 APHC – Smt Suraneni Lakshmi Vs. B.Venkata Durga Rao & another. 

 
8. AIR 1998 (SC) 743 – State of M.P. Vs. Mangilal Sharma. 
 

 

16.   CONCLUSION - 
 

 The jurisdiction of Courts to grant a declaratory decree is salutary, and its 

recognition fills a real want. Section 34 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963 is wide 

enough in its scope as contemplates to settle not only conflicting claims to 

property, but also of disputes as to legal status. However, it must always be 

remembered that this provision is not a panacea of all types of legal disputes. The 

Courts must exercise their discretion while granting a declaratory decree and only 

in proper and fit cases this legal remedy should be granted so as to avoid 

multiplicity of suits and to remove clouds over legal rights of a rightful person.   
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